APPLE IPADS
APPLE IPAD AIR (5TH GEN) 32GB WI-FI $473 inc. GST $6.49 P/W
APPLE IPAD AIR 2 (6TH GEN) 64GB WI-FI $645 inc. GST $8.85 P/W
APPLE IPAD AIR 2 (6TH GEN) 128GB WI-FI $753 inc GST $10.06 P/W
BELKIN TAB STYLUS $9.00 inc GST
MORE IPADS AVAILABLE IN STORE INCLUDING SMALLER SIZES

PREMIUM BUNDLE
APPLE IPAD AIR 32GB RRP - $876
BUY - $699
$9.59 P/W
OVER 24 MONTHS

GOLD BUNDLE
APPLE IPAD AIR 32GB RRP - $787
BUY - $619
$8.49 P/W
OVER 24 MONTHS

PLATINUM BUNDLE
APPLE IPAD AIR 32GB RRP - $737
BUY - $572
$7.84 P/W
OVER 24 MONTHS

FLEXIRENT
* FLEXIRENT OFFER FULL INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS, ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE AND THEFT
* OFTEN REPAYMENTS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE + ONE EXTRA PAYMENT AT THE END OF 24 MONTHS GIVES YOU ANOTHER 24M INSURANCE
* CONDITIONS - APPLICANT MUST BE EMPLOYED, EARNING MORE THAN $20K PER YEAR TO APPLY
* COME IN AND SEE ADAM AND THE TEAM AT DOMAYNE COMPUTERS BUNDALL FOR MORE EXCLUSIVE DEALS.